
 

 

Health and Wellbeing 
Over Term 3, Primary 6 will continue to look at how 
to make healthy choices. We will build on our 
knowledge of the NHS Eatwell guide (that we 
explored last term) and how certain foods give us 
more energy than others. 
P.E. will involve developing fitness as well as our 
volleyball and badminton skills. We will be focusing 
on good sportsmanship this term and encouraging 
each other during team games. 

Literacy 
Primary 6 will be focusing a lot on writing over term 
3. We are going to develop our editing and up-
levelling skills to improve the quality of what we 
write. Term 3’s writing will focus on non-fiction 
genres including recount, non-chronological report 
and journalistic writing. Primary 6 will explore the 
power of language and how sentence structure can 
influence the reader’s thinking.  

Numeracy 
Term 3 will cover a lot of number work. The 
Pyramids and Cones will be expanding their 
knowledge of algebra and how it can be used to solve 
more complex equations. The Cubes and Cuboids 
will be developing their knowledge of Number 
Processes and how we can use numbers in different 
ways.  
For Beyond Number, Primary 6 will be exploring 
Money and Finance including how to make 
financially sensible decisions.  

Social Studies 
This term we will look at the life of Robert Burns, the 
poetry he created and how he influenced our lives 
today.  
The Titanic shall be the main focus of Term 3 as the 
pupils discover a tragedy that still fascinates people 
today. This topic will cover a lot of different areas of 
learning including class systems and inequality.  
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Religious and Moral Education 
The Primary 6s will continue to explore our Rights 
over Term 3 and how we can uphold the rights of 
others.  
We will also be looking at Easter and the story of 
Jesus’ betrayal by Judas. This will provide a platform 
for discussion about the difficult choices we 
sometimes have to make as well as forgiveness.  

Expressive Arts 
The Primary 6s will be applying and developing their 
artistic skills over this term by creating engaging and 
detailed pieces of art in relation to our topics. 
The pupils will also be looking at drama over Term 3. 
Together we will explore the power of voice, 
movement and expression to capture an audience’s 
attention.  

Science 
Primary 6 will be exploring the Human Body in the 
Discovery Zone. This area of learning will reinforce 
and provide depth to our HWB focus of maintaining 
a fit and healthy lifestyle.  
Pupils will upload evidence of their learning on 
Seesaw so make sure you keep an eye-out for the 
exciting experiments they conduct! 

Technology 
Primary 6 will continue to engage with computing 
skills and a range of software over Term 3. In 
addition, we will look at our responsibilities when 
being online and how to stay safe, as well as how to 
report anything that causes worry. The pupils will 
look at the issue of cyber Bullying and what to do if 
it occurs.   

Languages 
During Term 3, for French and Spanish we will look 
at foods and ordering through simple conversation. 
We will continue to embed simple statements and 
instructions throughout our learning day to maintain 
pupil confidence in both languages. Please encourage 
your child to engage with Languagenut at home to 
maintain their skills. 

  

How can you help at home 

Practise Times Tables often to build knowledge and 
confidence. 
Homework will be set regularly on Education City 
and Seesaw with a two week deadline for 
completion. Pupils are also encouraged to re-read 
class books at home on Active Learn and complete 
‘bugs’ to increase comprehension. 

Important Dates 

Physical Education: P.E. will be on a Tuesday and a 
Thursday. Please bring a P.E. kit and not wear one 
into school on these days.  
Termly Top Targets: Phone calls will take place over 
the week starting 21st February. 
 
 

 

https://www.languagenut.com/en-gb/
https://go.educationcity.com/?_ga=2.89388127.537700637.1634674095-727414417.1612167709
https://app.seesaw.me/#/login
https://login.pearson.com/v1/piapi/piui/signin?client_id=mCfHl22MzgSG9oQ21dUc3GGNPShmrgeb&login_success_url=https:%2F%2Fwww.activelearnprimary.co.uk%2Flogin-redirect%3Fc%3D0%26retry%3D1%26iesCode%3D4XRoXS3Yhj

